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ABSTRACT

Irrecoverable data loss is inevitable for low-delay video conferencing over typical loss-prone networks such as the Internet. A
semi-super-resolution (SSR) framework has been previously proposed to supply an additional low-resolution (LR) thumbnail to aid
error concealment when the high-resolution (HR) image is lost.
Super-resolution is an ill-posed problem, however, and previous
block-search based SSR methods tend to produce discontinuities
in output images, which can be objectionable, especially in human
faces where the focus of a viewer usually lies. In this paper, we
propose to recover a human face in a lost frame using the same
SSR framework, but by operating on the entire face at a time. We
leverage a recent work on robust principal component analysis
(RPCA), where the “salient” features (human face in our scenario)
in a sequence of previous HR frames can be recovered despite the
presence of gross but sparse errors. We propose and derive various
improved methods to solve the SSR problem using RPCA. Beyond
robust recovery of the human face, transformations of the face in
previous HR frames are also deduced, so that the recovered face can
be appropriately transformed in the lost frame for natural viewing.
Experimental results show that our face-based approach gives much
improved face recovery compared to previous SSR block searches.
Index Terms— Video streaming, super-resolution, sparse representation
1. INTRODUCTION
Controlling the effects of packet losses in low-delay applications like
video conferencing over the Internet is a challenging task. General
data recovery methods such as retransmissions and forward error
corrections (FEC) are known to be ineffective. In particular, the
practical number of retransmissions is limited, especially with large
round-trip delay. Possible burst of losses, on the other hand, suggest
the need of additional delay for interleaving to efficiently implement
FEC.
An alternative resilience approach is to improve loss resiliency
of the compressed bitstream itself (at minimal bit overhead), so
that usable video information can be salvaged with irrecoverable
losses. One such proposal is the semi-super-resolution (SSR)
framework [1], where a low-resolution (LR) thumbnail of a highresolution (HR) video image is additionally transmitted, so that
in the event that the HR image is lost, the LR thumbnail can be
super-resolved for concealment. Super-resolution is an ill-posed
problem, however, and previous SSR methods use motion search to
find the most similar blocks from previous HR frames to match each
up-sampled thumbnail patch. Because block selection decisions
are made independently patch-by-patch, the resulting image may
suffer from annoying blocking artifacts across block boundaries.

This is particular true for human faces in video conference setting,
where translational motion assumed in block motion search do not
generally hold true, resulting in objectionable visual quality.
In this paper, we present an alternative method to recover a human face in a lost frame in the SSR framework by operating on the
entire face. We leverage on a recent work called robust principal
component analysis (RPCA) [2, 3] where “salient” features (principal components) of a sequence of frames can be recovered, even in
the presence of gross but sparse errors. In particular, we formulate
and propose several solutions to the SSR problem that exploit RPCA
to robustly recover a human face and avoid over-reliance on block
search. Beyond robust recovery of the human face, transformations
of the face in pervious HR frames are also deduced, so that the recovered face can be appropriately transformed in the lost frame to its
proper form for natural viewing. Experimental results show that our
face-based approach gives much improved face recovery compared
to previous SSR block searches.
The outline of the paper is as follows. We first briefly overview
related work in Section 2. We then formulate our problem and outline our solutions in Section 3. Finally, we present experimental
results and conclusion in Section 4 and 5, respectively.
2. RELATED WORK
Super-resolution (SR)—recovery of a high-resolution (HR) image
from one or more low-resolution (LR) images—has been a much
studied problem in signal processing [4] and computer vision communities [5, 6]. Recently, recovery of a HR image from a mixedresolution video, where LR current frame and HR previous frames
are available for the construction of a HR current frame, has also
been studied [7, 1] in the context of loss-resilient video streaming.
In [7, 1], motion compensation at decoder is employed to find the
most similar blocks from previous HR frames on a patch-by-patch
basis to recover high-frequency content lost during down-sampling
of current frame. As discussed earlier, this may result in blocking
artifacts that can become objectionable, especially for facial regions,
and for lower resolution video.
Our current work is an extension of the RECAP framework [1],
but instead of relying on independent block searches, we perform
loss recovery in the entire face to minimize blocking artifacts. The
added complexity is justified by the relative visual importance of the
face, and the selective application only to the face.
Our approach is related to various techniques of using eigenfaces [8], that seek low rank representation of well-aligned faces.
To obtain the necessary alignment and to handle partial occlusion
(leading to gross noise), we rely instead on robust principal component analysis (RPCA) [2] and its variations [3]. It has been shown
[2] that RPCA is a more reliable alternative to PCA, and can be robustly solved to find salient components in large datasets, even in

the face of gross but sparse errors in a fair portion of the data. Fast
algorithms [9, 10] that solve the RPCA problem in a computationally efficient manner and scale to large data size (compared to other
convex optimization algorithms such as interior point methods [11])
show promise even for real-time applications, such as our conference video streaming scenario. We detail our particular usage of
these RPCA tools in the following sections.
3. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Our goal is recovery of human face in a lost high-resolution image
xn given a surviving LR image (or thumbnail) yn and other previous
high-resolution frames, as illustrated in Fig. 1 using the last W HR
frames. We call this the semi-super-resolution problem (SSR). Robust transmission of the thumbnail can be realized using, e.g., source
coding methods in [1].
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3.1. Super-Resolution Formulation
We represent the face sub-image and its corresponding thumbnail as
column-stacked vectors x and y, respectively. Without compression,
they are related by linear low-pass filter L and down-sampler D by
y = DLx. When x and y represent compressed images, a zero
mean noise term n is needed to model quantization noise in lossy
compression1 :
y = DLx + n
(1)
One reasonable choice for reconstructing the lost x from received
thumbnail y is:
x̃

= arg min DLx̃ − y2
x̃

x̃(3) = arg min DLΨα − y2
α

(4)

Notice that unlike (3), there is no need to determine the optimal value
of the weighting parameter λ, typically found by sweeping it from
0 to ∞ [6]. Thus (4) is potentially simpler to solve computationally
than (3). Determining a sufficiently descriptive Ψ is still challenging
in general, however. We discuss how we use (4) in our targeted
application next.
3.2. Low-Ranked Matrix Prior for SSR

Fig. 1. We seek to combine current LR frame and multiple past HR
frames to reconstruct a human face in a lost HR frame.

(1)

real-time conferencing application is non-trivial. Furthermore, optimizing sparsity (l0 -norm) in general is non-convex and difficult to
solve. Approximations have been obtained that admit solution using
convex optimization techniques [13]—e.g., iterative re-weighted l1 norm where each iteration is solvable using standard linear programming algorithms such as interior point method—that are nevertheless
computationally expensive.
Instead of adding a term to the cost function, another approach
is to explicitly restrict the construction of x̃, e.g., as a linear combination of atoms in some dictionary Ψ:

(2)

Since both D and L are many-to-one functions, the problem is
generally ill-posed and x̃(1) is not unique. Indeed, as noted by [6]
and others, there are in general many x̃’s that induce a small error
term. To reduce the uncertainty and select an x̃ with other desirable
properties, various image priors are incorporated in various ways to
regularize the problem.
One example is the addition of a regularization term J(x̃) to the
objective function, where one instead solves:


(3)
x̃(2) = arg min DLx̃ − y2 + λJ(x̃)
x̃

where λ is a tunable parameter to trade off the importance between
the HR-LR image error term and the introduced prior. One popular
choice for J is total variations (TV) [12], where piece-wise smooth
signals are preferred and searched. However, fine image details are
difficult to recover using TV prior. Another choice for J is a sparsity term that counts the number of non-zero coefficients of x̃ when
projected to an over-complete dictionary Ψ [6]. We do not adopt this
approach since training a sufficiently descriptive dictionary for our
1 Though we develop our image model in the SSR context, superresolution work such as [5, 6] arrive at the same or almost the same image
model in their development. Hence we can present here a consistent discussion on formulation for both SSR and super-resolution.

Unlike many super-resolution problems, we have available to the
SSR algorithm W previous HR video frames. One approach to
construct dictionary Ψ, in order to employ (4), is to seek properly
aligned and scaled face sub-images in earlier HR frames. We call
this scheme Linear Aligned Image (LAI):
ΨLAI = [xn−1 | . . . |xn−W ].
Since L and D in (4) are linear, we have:
DLΨLAI α = [DLxn−1 | . . . |DLxn−W ]α,
and any optimal αLAI to (4) satisfies:
DLΨαLAI = P rojection(DLΨLAI , y).

(5)

Since ΨLAI is of high resolution, it is generally of full rank, and
so is DLΨLAI . Thus, αLAI can be solved readily and the desired
reconstruction can be obtained as:
= ΨαLAI
x̃LAI
n

(6)

Face images in previous W HR frames are in general not properly aligned or scaled, however. To solve the misalignment problem,
given W unaligned image vectors xi , we perform Robust Alignment
by Sparse and Low-rank Decomposition (RASL) [3], an extension
of RPCA that incorporates transformations of the observed data into
the component analysis, to obtain the desired aligned image vectors
xi . Specifically:
ΨLAI = [xn−1 | . . . |xn−W ] ◦ τ = A + E

(7)

where the transformation τ is determined so that the aligned face
sub-images ΨLAI can be written as a sum of a low-rank matrix A,
with sparse error matrix E. Intuitively, A would contain salient features of the faces, and E would contain various error, e.g., due to
occlusion.
An alternative to LAI is to introduce an additional sparsity prior
on α in (4). Specifically, in the Sparse Linear Image (SLI) scheme,
we use A from (7) in place of the aligned image data to obtain:
ΨSLI = A.

(8)

With linearity of L and D, an optimal αSLI to (4) again satisfies:
DLAαSLI = P rojection(DLA, y).

(9)

Since A is low-rank, DLA is also low-rank, which precludes solving of αSLI uniquely. Instead, we solve:
αSLI = (DLA)−1 P rojection(DLA, y),
where the -1 in (DLA)−1 indicates pseudo-inverse. This choice has
the property that αSLI 2 is minimized.
Both LAI and SLI schemes perform projection of thumbnail image y onto a subspace spanned by either the images themselves
(LAI) or their low-rank derivatives (SLI). They are both governed
by the linear constraints of (4). One nonlinear approach to significantly reduce DLx̃ − y2 is to replace the “low-pass” portion of
an estimate X̃ by the upsampled thumbnail, as performed in [7] for
bi-directionally predicted images. We call this procedure Low-Pass
Replace (LPR):
R
x̃LP
n

= HighP ass(x̃n ) + U psample(yn )

(10)

Fig. 2. Face portion of frames 43 to 62 (arranged left to right, then
top down) of Silent sequence showing different head movement and
occlusion.

Finally, note that for the sake of our real-time application, our
presented methods are composed of simple linear operations, with
the exception of RASL, which has already showed promise to be
implementable in real-time [10] as discussed in Section 2.
4. EXPERIMENTATION
We use MPEG test sequence Silent and Sean at CIF resolution and
30 frames per second for comparing various block search approaches
to the various methods introduced in Section 3.2. Fig. 2 shows the
head portions of frames 43 to 62 of Silent sequence, which we assume have been correctly received by a decoder. The pictures show
occasional but minor occlusion, and also some mild head movement
not uncommon in everyday conversations. Figure 3 shows the concealment using various methods when a later high resolution frame
is lost. Our goal is to perform the best possible reconstruction of
Fig. 3-(a) that is lost, by using a received LR image in Fig. 3-(b),
and the various past images in Fig. 2. The LR is of 1/4 the linear
dimension of the HR image for low overheads.
Straight forward methods at concealment include upsampling of
received LR image shown in Fig. 3-(b) with bicubic interpolation,
which is apparently not visually acceptable. Using a last correct picture provides a visually pleasing, though untrueful reconstruction.
One method to exploit the many available past HR frames and the
LR frame is to perform block search on blocks in the LR frame
and those of the LR frames. Fig. 3-(d) shows the best independent
block match between upscaled LR picture and the 20 HR pictures
using 8×8 blocks, with search range of 12, and quarter-pel resolution. While an effective distortion reduction method, the resulting
transformation may results in artifacts such as misalignments and
discontinuities. For video pictures at high-definitions, such artifacts
tend to be small compared to the facial features and is typically less
objectionable. For lower resolution sequence such as CIF Silent, the
resulting artifacts of Fig. 3-(d) can be annoying. Fig. 3-(e) shows
corresponding results for 16×16 blocks. With larger block sizes,
the annoying discontinuities are still present, though reduced, and
the resulting image bears closer resemblance to Fig. 3-(c) than (a).
Fig. 3-(f) shows a hybrid approach where 16×16 blocks are employed as in (e), but adaptive selection is performed on a per block
basis to determine if it is preferable to upsample from (b) or perform
motion copy. Even with ideal selection using actual MSE difference

(a) Lost HR

(b) received LR (c) last correct

(e) 16×16 block (f) hybrid search

(h) SLI

(i) LAI+LPR

(d) 8×8 block

(g) LAI

(j) SLI+LPR

Fig. 3. Various block search methods provides high PSNR but can
yield undesirable images. Instead, treating an entire face as a unit
tend to produce much more pleasing results.

general method is preferred since concealment errors in one frame
can propagate into many future frames.
5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present and compare a number of semi-superresolution methods to recover the moving face during a video conference. We develop two methods, LAI, which only requires proper
alignment past face sub-image, and a slightly more reliable method,
SLI, which exploits earlier RASL [3] work to obtain low rank dictionary. For both methods, we show that further improvement can be
obtained by replacing the low-pass component of the reconstruction
by the surviving thumbnail.
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